rooted in a psychic foundation of Freudian sexuality; second, Yu's and Guo's imaginative writing about the Chinese masochistic male subject sabotages some of Freud's own claims about masochism per se; and, third, the fact that nationalism does indeed mollify the traumas of colonialism is due in part to a moment when modern, individual male subjects lament a lost or disavowed homoerotic desire. These are the preconditions of Chinese heteronormative masculinity in literary modernism during the early twentieth century, according to Jing Tsu's consideration of the subject in the times.
It can be argued that Richard F. Calichman's "Nothing Resists Modernity: On Takeuchi Yoshimi's 'Kindai Towa Nanika' " raises related questions. This time the problem of how a modern subject makes itself possible in history and how the desire to be a subject is comprehensible historically come to us in the idiom of philosophy rather than psychoanalysis, and through the deliberations of the Japanese Sinologist and philosopher Takeuchi, lovingly and economically reworked via Calichman's own categories and philosophic preoccupations. Posing history as that which steadfastly resists and consequently exceeds any reduction of itself to an oppositional logic like East versus West, Takeuchi (and arguably Calichman) attempts to pull subjects out of the morass of identity. Identity is the effect of ideals, representations, or signs and not history or actuality. An advocate writing after a terrible war, Takeuchi's critique rested on his insight that leaving idealized identity intact endorsed the desire motivating Japanese imperialists to actualize the false opposition of East and West in the first place. Takeuchi's intellectual and political aim is to deny the Japanese subject its self-identity and to point out why its alleged integrity and wholeness is an illusion. Consequently, Calichman shows that to dismantle this thoroughly implicated subjectivity Takeuchi initiated thinking negativity, difference without identity, negativizing subjectivity, and the problem of the ground.
In a rich, scholarly idiom, Marxist cultural critique, Xudong Zhang undertakes his consideration of nostalgia, the city, and consumer subject in "Shanghai Nostalgia: Postrevolutionary Allegories in Wang Anyi's Literary Production in the 1990s." Teasing out for the 1990s an origin of Chinese modernity not exhausted by the history of China's revolution, Zhang focuses on the manner in which nostalgic consumerism in the 1990s guards against what he calls a postrevolutionary melancholy. In Wang Anyi's ironic social realism he finds a writer who pulls out the cultural unconscious-real class politics that the ideology of nostalgia misrepresents as Shanghainese cosmopolitanism-into a conscious narrative about the coming to visibility of a "real" Shanghai. Particularly, her "Ballad of Eternal Sorrow" is symptomatic, because it brilliantly merges the stories of a human subject, fading Miss Shanghai, and a historical crystallization of Shanghainese urbanity itself. Miss Wang Qiyao's cultural aestheticization and normatization of consumption are precisely where the processes of the subject, the self, self-mastery, and identity are to be found. So the ability of Wang's fiction to expand on the Shanghainese subject's quotidian experience, Xudong Zhang notes, brings to our attention certain tangible sociological facts. Consumption is what makes Shanghai magical and special, and what gave it a culture available to nostalgia in the first place.
Ann Anagnost's "Scenes of Misrecognition: Maternal Citizenship in the Age of Transnational Adoption" engages the question of subjects from the vantage point of cyberspace. Echoing, but from this eerily different mediaspace, the same disinclination as Xudong Zhang, Richard F. Calichman, and Jing Tsu voice, to accept at face value cultural explanations for identity, Anagnost takes up the case of contemporary adoption politics. There in the cybernetic chat rooms of white, middle-class adoptive families in the process of securing adoptable babies from the People's Republic of China, the discourse of multiculturalism reinstates its racialized cultural boundaries and reductive cult of personality. But the "Chinese child" sets off extra anxious turmoil, according to Anagnost, because of the baby's status as an almost-commodity, the pathetic task of creating a family archive for such a tiny migrant, and the larger tendency in the middle class of fetishizing racialcultural difference. Anagnost's larger project is to consider how parenting is a qualification or mediation of citizenship. It is here within the frame of citizenship and its implied interstate system that Anagnost finds useful the specificity of the Internet to be a technology of subject production and a site where she, an ethnographer, can raise to visibility the problems confessional notions of personhood have bequeathed to anthropology.
Anagnost's adopted Chinese baby is never an agent because in the last analysis it is an infant. Yumiko Iida is preoccupied with commodified subjects who nonetheless claim to be agents. Though diagnosing a mediascape, Iida's essay conserves where it can all lingering hunger for material bodiliness, and she simply presumes the expressive social powers of human subjects. This suggests that for Iida the subject crisis is merely a symptom of crises in late modernity. It points to involution in Japan's national political economy and a renewal of reactive new Japanese nationalism within the international state system. Consequently Iida's objective in "Between the Technique of Living an Endless Routine and the Madness of Absolute Degree Zero: Japanese Identity and the Crisis of Modernity in the 1990s" is, she says, to make Japanese subjectivity legible in a mirror of cultural reflection. Her carefully selected examples of odd, subcultural youth groups show subjects confirming and deflecting the intrusive force of the commercial image-sign and turning threats to their identity into a source of identity itself. But that is only half the picture. The possibilities opened up to some through the infantile play of a late capitalist, advertising-image, and virtual consumer culture have also condensed in others into a murderous Aum Shinrikyo-style personality Iida calls the sublime superego. Iida reads off symptoms of crises in capitalism in her sociological overview. But that is not where her primary antagonists, the nationalist historical revisionists, would take the same problem. Iida ends her essay with a moving call to retain critical attention on the double-binds of late modernity and to cling to the narrow ledge of cultural criticism that are the only hope of accountability to history and to one another. On the other side are the new nationalists calling for recovery of national authority and the very regrounding of ethical social life Takeuchi's work alerts us against.
These analyses of the times and the subject are a necessary focus of cultural critique. Jing Tsu, Richard F. Calichman, Xudong Zhang, Ann Anagnost, and Yumiko Iida appear to share a lot. They patiently reveal how people become themselves. Each raises for question underlying modernist cultural ideologies of identity and show beneath them other, more expansive and complex social, cultural, ideological processes of personhood. Each scholar forwards complex reasons to call some of that process into question and their citations bear the common heritage of cultural criticism stretching back into the early twentieth century. All the essays share a common historic period. The remaining essays go in different directions.
In "Literary History against the National Frame, or Gender and the Emergence of Heian Kana Writing," Tomiko Yoda engages the difficult question of premodernity. She observes that historical research is a complex matter of reading evidence outside contemporary categories, insofar as that is possible. Yet even such a conventional historical move away from anachronism is difficult. In this beautifully argued essay that calls into question many historiographic conventions of contemporary Heian studies, Yoda systematically disables a long series of presuppositions: that gendered writing reflected social value, that the word women is a synonym for domesticity, that women are the approximation of national essence, and so on. Indeed, it turns out, Yoda argues forcefully that yamato uta and kara uta, the two poetic modalities of Heian writing, do not correspond to modern Chinese and Japanese languages at all, or to male and female status, but to fluid styles of performative Heian calligraphy. Within her alternative history, Yoda argues in a compelling fashion that what the mana taboo or ban on female use of sinic poetics allows is insight into how poetics were themselves gendered. Indeed, given the marriage politics of the times, Yoda argues, the taboo itself suggests a way into rethinking what might have been the relative powers and constraints of highly skilled Heian court women. Perhaps, Yoda suggests, what remains in the texts is an injunction to such women to feign distance from Chinese things as a measure of femininity and not a soulless obedience to law.
In a brief, lyrical suggestion that the reflective field note might do as a minor genre of resistance, Pun Ngai asks several necessarily simple questions: How do I interpret a dream? And what is the relation of a nocturnal scream to the dreamer's daily life? Certainly, the young woman Yan, whom Pun befriends during her fieldwork among female laborers in a Shenzhen factory, is our contemporary. What interests Pun about her, however, is the fact that every night in the women's dormitory Yan wakes from her dreams screaming. This is not primarily a question of the subject or subjectivity. Pun's question is whether it is possible to reduce Yan's dream to the social fact that working in a Special Economic Zone factory has ruined her and caused her to live in chronic pain. Is Yan's merely a scream of pain? What Pun concludes, without in the slightest minimizing the immediacy of chronic pain or its origins, is that Yan's scream like Yan's dream is no simple ejaculation: rather it is fundamentally political and Yan's way of refusing to allow the dominant sign system to reabsorb or explain her complex experience. Perhaps, Pun argues, even the body in pain is itself a shield against the enemies of self, the alienated labor of the factory assembly line. In the world of contemporary proletarian China and its triple extraction of feminine value-social restrictions, labor value, patriarchal reproduction-the dream is the imaginary experience of going beyond and consequently is the first line of defense, the original moment of resistance.
In an equally brief essay on Koyama Eizō, "Ethnic Engineering: Scientific Racism and Public Opinion Surveys in Midcentury Japan," Tessa MorrisSuzuki conducts an institutional analysis of Koyama's expertise in a global framework. In a historical argument that contributes gravity to Yumiko Iida's analysis of commodity driven infantile capitalism, Morris-Suzuki follows the intellectual labor and social heritage of a figure who contributed equally to war-era race scientism and postwar democratic propaganda centered on public-opinion research. Preoccupied with racial formation in the South Pacific and among imperial subjects on Taiwan and in China during hostilities, Koyama ended his career in the postwar era theorizing the democratic institutions of multiculturalism, public and private sphere communication, and problems of citizenship. More than that, Morris-Suzuki points in a tantalizing conclusion to the global reach of such transitions from racial science to public-opinion polling and suggests that what occurred in Japan appeared in Germany, the United States, England, and elsewhere at virtually the same moment.
The issue's commentary section begins with KoŪn's four poems and concludes with Paik Nak-chung's intensely focused exposition of the significance and meaning of the poet's ouvre. For the reader's further pleasure we also include Shelly Kraicer's interview of filmmaker Tsai Ming-liang.
Tani E. Barlow, Senior Editor
